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A. CIFS and NFS
B. Insight Remote Support
C. iL04
D. iSCSI and FC interfaces
Answer: A
QUESTION: 37
What is the HP vision for Catalyst replication technologies and concepts for the near
future? (Select two.)
A. The regional HP StoreOnce Backup system can act as a DR capability for small
branch offices.
B. With all SSD HP StoreOnce Backup systems, data replication will require 10Gb
WAN networking,
C. The HP StoreOnce Backup system will rely more on SAN controller based
replication,
D. Replication will become localized to ensure performance and restore SLAs.
E. Data from small branch offices can be replicated to small regional offices.
Answer: B, C
QUESTION: 38
You are describing the tailback process on an HP StoreOnce 6500 Backup system to
the customer. Which statement is correct?
A. It is initiated across couplets.
B. It is a Service Set entity.
C. It is a manual process.
D. It is an automated process initiated by the cluster heartbeat.
Answer: B
QUESTION: 39
How do you perform a tailback of a service set running on node two after you fix
hardware issues on an HP StoreOnce Multi-node system?

A. Execute ^hardware fallback node2.
B. Perform a regular shutdown of both nodes.
C. Restart Service Set one on node two.
D. Reboot the IBRIXfile system.
Answer: C
QUESTION: 40
The connection to node one and two of a four-node HP StoreOnce 6500 Multi-node
Backup system is broken. What happens during the failover?
A. Service set one will be automatically moved to node three, and service set two
will be automatically moved to node four.
B. Once the failover is finished, all jobs will automatically be restarted on node three
and four.
C. All jobs will fail since a failover occurs only between nodes within the same
couplet.
D. After restarting node one and two, the fallback service will automatically move
the service sets back.
Answer: D
QUESTION: 41
You need to create a configuration backup to re-apply after a QR of an HP
StoreOnce Backup system. After running the config save devices command, which
two files from the /config folder have to be copied to restore the configuration
successfully?
A. config <timestamp>. zip and config <timestamp>. txt
B. devconfig <timestamp>. zip and devconfig <timestamp>. txt
C. cfgbackup <timestamp>. zip and cfgbackup <timestamp>. txt
D. devcfg <timestamp>. zip and devcfg <timestamp>. txt
Answer: A
QUESTION: 42
What should you consider when generating a full support ticket on an HP StoreOnce

6500 Backup system?
A. The support ticket file can be up to 6GB in size.
B. The support ticket can only be generated using the CLI.
C. The collection process has to be initiated using the GUI.
D. The collection process could take as long as 75 minutes.
Answer: C
QUESTION: 43
In an HP StoreOnce 6500 Backup system unit, how many hot spares are there per
D6000 drawer?
A. 0
B. 1
C. 2
D. 4
Answer: D
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